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Agency



Agency

We connect customers with brands

30+ 11 y 10
Omnichannel campaigns Long-term work and 

just-in-time results
International experience

There are more than 30 people within WI, as well
as a number of partners, giving us access to
nearly 60 specialists in various fields. This allows
us to run truly omnichannel campaigns.

Specialists
from various fields

We have been operating
in the market for

We run projects in 
a number of different markets

We have been in business since 2011 and have
been working with clients who have been
growing with us since the beginning. As a result,
our people understand what it means to
strategically develop a brand for the long term
and the need to pursue tactical goals.

We work with clients across 10 markets. Our
work can be seen in London, Zurich, Berlin and
Tallinn. We understand the broad context of
international operations as well as the local
nature of each market.



Agency

Our clients include:



Agency

We execute projects in the following areas:

PR & CONTENT

Building an
effective media 
presence and 

creating content
that effectively

attracts attention.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Creating content in 
SM, building
communities, 

activating
audiences, 
engaging

customers with the 
brand, achieving

KPIs. 

PERFORMANCE

Effectively manage
budgets and create

campaigns that
meet goals.

STRATEGY & 
CREATION

Brand positioning
development, 

narratives creation, 
campaign concepts

creation, brand
identities

development.

INTEGRATED: OMNICHANNEL CAMPAIGNS

Execution of holistic campaigns. Achieve business and strategic goals by integrating
knowledge and skills from different areas of marketing and communications.
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Our Work

Public Relations & Content Marketing

We establish relationships
with themed and industry

editors, initiate brand
presence in the media, place 

experts, and help to build
expert status.

MEDIA RELATIONS

We establish contacts with 
key influencers, supervise
cooperation, and initiate

brand presence in Partner's
channels.

INFLUENCER RELATIONS

We create content that
attracts attention and is

sought after by your
audience. Infographics, 

video-explainers, blog posts
- "content is king".

OWN MEDIA CONTENT

We organize press meetings
(online and offline), invite

key journalists, and provide
key information.

PRESS CONFERENCES

We develop concepts for 
CSR and Internal

Communication activities as 
well as non-standard 

activities.

CSR, EB & CUSTOM
PR ACTIVITIES

We create the Media Plan, 
negotiate with editors, 
optimize the budget, 
maximize reach, and 

supervise the implementation
of the campaign in media.

MEDIA BUYING

Either you should
be where your

customers are, or
create a place 

they will want to 
visit. 



Public Relations Performance Strategy Creative

Digital Branding Design Integrated

Public Relations & Content Marketing

Blachotrapez: market 
leader in the media

Challenge

Effects

To build a leadership position in the industry and
promote a new corporate image while increasing
outreach to new audiences.

Systematic product communication and regular media
relations have paid off by reaching nearly 7 million
people (2019), brand recognition increased by about
33% between 2017 and 2019, and the company is now
an industry leader. Blachotrapez is operating as an
international Capital Group and appears in the
country's largest media as the Success Story of
Polish business.



Public Relations & Content Marketing

Blachotrapez: market 
leader in the media
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Digital Branding Design Integrated

Public Relations & Content Marketing

Aluprof and global
communication

Challenge

Effects

Bringing new energy to the image of a company
that is one of Europe's industry leaders.

In 2021, we obtained 1,700 free media publications on
the brand which resulted in reaching an audience of 9
million, increased the average daily reach on
Facebook by 58%, and its communication reach
increased by 800%. We also produced 2 editions of
the international trend album "Alubook" which is an
industry benchmark.

In 2021, the company also entered the international
stage with the "Future Builders" campaign we initiated
and implemented.



Public Relations & Content Marketing

Aluprof and global
communication



Our Work

Social Media Relations

WE ARE OPERATING IN:

We create post schedules, 
Rolls, testimonials, videos, 
animations and photos. 
Everything that makes a 

brand attract attention and 
can function effectively in a 

given medium.

CONTENT CREATION

We identify the most 
attractive target groups, 
optimize the budget and 

make the ads display where
they should. We increase
reach, engagement and 

conversions.

ADS MANAGEMENT

We establish a relationship
with the audience, stimulate
engagement, organize and 

carry out activations, 
moderate discussion.

COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT

Social media is
direct contact
with audiences
and one of the 
best advertising
tools available.



Public Relations Performance Strategy Creative

Digital Branding Design Integrated

Social Media Relations

PPG Deco
Dekoral & Drewnochron

Challenge

Effects

Building an engaged community around PPG Deco's
flagship brands: Dekoral and Drewnochron using
social media and content marketing activities.

Dekoral and Drewnochron have the highest
engagement rate in the PPG group. The activities
carried out, based on the communication platforms
developed by WI, allowed to multiply the range of
communication (Dekoral +300% / Drewnochron +420%)
and effectively reposition the brands in the market,
as well as to outperform the competition in every
field by a minimum of 20%.



Social Media Relations

PPG Deco
Dekoral & Drewnochron

Tutorial video: https://youtu.be/ygSZG7crhtc
Vlog: https://youtu.be/9EV-f7Sprlk
Product video: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2704754809809684

https://youtu.be/ygSZG7crhtc
https://youtu.be/9EV-f7Sprlk
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2704754809809684
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Digital Branding Design Integrated

Social Media Relations

Uponor
Poland + CEE

Challenge

Effects

Conducting communications of one of the largest
companies in its industry in several markets
simultaneously, taking into account specifics and
limitations.

We are responsible for the company's social media in
Poland, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia. We support the
headquarters creatively and conceptually, and on the
Polish market our team is responsible for PR
communication.

Through us, the brand has multiplied its reach to key
target groups while optimizing communication costs.



Social Media Relations

Uponor
Poland + CEE



Our Work

Performance

WE IMPLEMENT PERFORMANCE CAMPAIGNS IN:

We create customized ad 
formats: video, bumper ads, 

Display, flexible ads, 
carousels on Feed. We 

develop the concept, master 
design and customize the 

formats.

AD CREATION

We optimize, create target 
groups, analyze results, 
maximize effectiveness, 

adjust tools. All this to make
the ROI’s as high as possible.

CAMPAIGN
MANAGEMENT

We advise, analyze, consult. 
We conduct systemic

Performance Media audits
and suggest optimizations.

CONSULTING 
PERFORMANCE

Conscious use of 
Performance 

tools can multiply
the effectiveness

of a campaign. 

Both in terms of 
reach and 

conversion to 
sales.

PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING
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Digital Branding Design Integrated

Performance

Silcare and a 3-fold 
increase in sales

Challenge

Effects

Optimization of sales campaigns running in several
European markets. Improving the effectiveness of
ads and increasing basket size.

The optimizations introduced allowed to increase
ROAS more than 3 times. Appropriately selected
advertising formats significantly increased the
effectiveness of ads in foreign markets (mainly in
Germany). The effect of increased ROAS persisted
despite the multiplication of budget allocations and
advertising clutter resulting from the holiday season.



Performance

Silcare and a 3-fold 
increase in sales
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Digital Branding Design Integrated

Performance

Swiss Krono
Walldesign
Challenge

Effects

Conducting a pro-sales campaign for products sold
in stationary stores during the pandemic period. The
results of the campaign were to be the basis for
decisions on the future of the Walldesign brand in
Poland.

Walldesign as a product that complements our
apartment - this is the basis of the concept ”I już nic
nie trzeba zmieniać". The prepared advertising
creations made it possible to effectively change the
perception of the brand in the market. During the
campaign, they reached 3 million people, and on
average as much as 30% of the audience became
interested in the product content. As part of the
activities, we also organized a contest, collecting
about 600 entries.



Performance

Swiss Krono
Walldesign



Our Work

Strategy, Creation & Branding

We determine the brand's
positioning in the market, 
target groups, translate
business objectives into

marketing activities, 
diagnose barriers and 

propose solutions.

BRAND STRATEGY

We develop creative
concepts for image 

campaigns. We define the 
Big Idea, create the Key

Messege and Key Visual to 
realize the objectives. 

CREATIVE CONCEPTS

We create brand names for 
regional and global markets

based on strategy and 
market positioning. We verify
the availability of the name

in the market and its
linguistic connotations. 

NAMING

We create systemic
communication strategies

for B2C and B2B brands. We 
define direction, select tools, 

define KPIs and schedule
activities.

COMMUNICATION 
STRATEGY

We create Visual Identity 
Systems for brands of 

products, companies and 
people. We define the 

graphic language and create
a comprehensive Brand 

Manual.

CORPORATE IDENTITIES

We conduct strategy
workshops with clients from 

Poland and the World. We 
help develop strategic

solutions and facilitate the 
work of workshop groups.

STRATEGY WORKSHOPSStrategy is not 
something a 

company has, it
is something a 

company
executes.

We define a 
course of action

and give a 
framework that
increases the 

chance of 
success.
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Strategy, Creation & Branding

Anwen & repositioning
campaign

Challenge

Effects

Bringing new momentum to the Anwen brand,
strengthening in the market fight against the
biggest competitor, drawing the attention of
customers to the brand, being the first of its kind in
the market.

The concept "Everything will work out" allowed us to
address both the "hair-positive" philosophy that
Anwen espouses, as well as to highlight the strength
hidden in each of the brand's customers.

The new campaign is being implemented in all the
brand's communication channels. An image spot has
also been developed, localized by reach in Poland.



Strategy, Creation & Branding

Anwen i kampania 
pozycjonująca

Landingpage: https://historieanwen.pl/
Spot: https://youtu.be/J6092WwL2vU

https://historieanwen.pl/
https://youtu.be/J6092WwL2vU
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Strategy, Creation & Branding

Florina and sales
campaign

Challenge

Effects

Many customers used Florina products, but often
did not realize it, so brand awareness needed to be
built among existing and potential customers.

Systematization of communication activities and a
omnichannel approach translated into a +30-200%
increase in sales of promoted product lines, a 400%
increase in social media reach, and an increase in
brand reach to 800,000 people per day.

It also resulted in an increase in recognition in Poland
from 7% to 21% within 18 months of the launch.



Billboard TV: https://youtu.be/jBNJRXKCanE
Vlog: https://youtu.be/1nfhcI-081A
Product video: https://youtu.be/r0S-VeQBcrM
Custom Publishing: https://static.smaker.pl/ebook/8/6/d/86d074_wielkanoc-z-florina.pdf

Strategy, Creation & Branding

Florina and sales
campaign

https://youtu.be/jBNJRXKCanE
https://youtu.be/1nfhcI-081A
https://youtu.be/r0S-VeQBcrM
https://static.smaker.pl/ebook/8/6/d/86d074_wielkanoc-z-florina.pdf
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How do we work?

Project Team

ACCOUNT MANAGER
The project team is
selected based on 
needs and scope
and works under

the direction of an
account manager. 

The client also has
contact with key
team members at

key moments in the 
project.

PROJECT TEAM

SOCIAL MEDIA 
SPECIALIST PR SPECIALIST PERFORMANCE 

SPECIALIST

COPYWRITER DESIGNER STRATEGIST



How do we work?

Stages of cooperation

Preparatory work. The scope
depends on the structure of 
the project, however, these

are all activities that are
expected to lead to full

operational readiness in the 
project.

Technical preparation, 
preparation of concepts of 
activities or first materials.

Implementation time: 
1-6 weeks

PROJECT SETUP

Project management. The 
account manager 

establishes the most 
important issues with the 

client, and the team 
executes the project.

We are thinking here of both
closed project work and 

ongoing process support (i.e. 
PR. SM, etc.). 

Implementation time: 
defined or fixed

IMPLEMENTATION
The team summarizes the 

activities carried out, 
analyzes their effectiveness
and prepares conclusions for 

the future. This is a good
time for the meeting.

For permanent cooperation, 
the report is produced by 
the 10th of the following

month. In projects, it
depends on their structure.

Implementation time: 
3 days

REPORT

We draw joint conclusions, 
evaluate the project and 

suggest changes.

In the case of project
activities, the evaluation can

be useful for the next
project. In the case of 

service, conclusions are
implemented as far as 

possible on an ongoing basis. 

Implementation time: 
1 week

EVALUATION



How do we work?

Offering process

INQUIRY
Specific need within

WI services

BRIEF
Specific goal

or diagnosed problem

COST ESTIMATE
Price offer specified

WI services

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Price offer and defined

project process

OFFER / BID
Preparation of 

a full tender offer

SCOPE
Determination of scope

based on the offer

CONTRACT DRAFT
Preparation of documents: 

order, contract

FINALIZATION
Closing of formalities, 

establishment of team, kick off



How can we start?



How can we start?

Inquiry or Brief?

1. 
Which communication and marketing process needs support? 

Where can we see the greatest effect of change?

PR + CONTENT / SOCIAL MEDIA / PERFORMANCE / CREATION

2.
Select at least one of the areas indicating the desired effect of 

the change you want to see in the cooperation.

3.
Within 5 working days you will receive a proposal for service with 

a cost estimate and a proposed project team.

INQUIRY BRIEF
1. 

Are you able to define the goal or provide a diagnosis of the 
problem to be addressed in the cooperation?

*the failure to identify a target is also an indication that strategic work may
be needed.

2.
On the day of the meeting, you will receive a brief with a dozen

questions to help organize your knowledge and collect the 
necessary data.

3.
Within 5 days you will be informed when and in what form we will

prepare a proposal for cooperation

OUR COOPERATION PROPOSAL



Let’s talk!

www.wills.pl | a.pudo@wills.pl |  +48 533 635 491

https://www.willsintegrated.com/
mailto:a.pudo@wills.pl

